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Abstract—Bit extraction method from chaos sequence was 
proposed in the paper to realize image communication secretly. 
The cipher comes from nonlinear chaos iteration by seeds and 
processing of bits transformation matrix. First, the principle of 
image encryption keys was described, the cipher sequence 
features was calculated. Secondly, the security of cipher was 
analyzed. Finally, the experiments were completed successfully 
for image encryption and decryption. The result is that the cipher 
sequence is with chaotic characteristics and pseudo randomness, 
and the cipher pool is huge. The conclusion is the bit extraction 
method with matrix may be used to calculate cipher keys for 
image confidential communications with high security. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The purpose of image security algorithm is essentially for 
scrambling and diffusion of pixel value, which can be 
considered from two aspects of algorithm and the key image 
communication security. It requires more computation despite 
the complex algorithm [1-3] can improve security. The simple 
algorithm can reduce the computational complexity through the 
keys to enhance security. 

With the limited number of keys, it needs to design 
randomness and huge amount of key pool to realize image 
confidential communications. The feature of chaos sequence is 
similar to random process and white noise, is extremely 
sensitive to the initial value. The chaos sequence is with 
characteristics of the pseudo random key, generated from the 
initial key by chaotic key stream. It only needs to transmit a 
small amount of the initial key as a seed when the chaos key 
used for secure communications. The paper [4]  proposes a 　
pseudo-random generator based on chaos. The paper studied 
the chaos synchronization [6-9]. The paper [10][11]constructs 
the image encryption algorithm using chaos. The chaos is used 
to diffuse and scramble plain-text and cipher text in the paper 
[12-14]. But the 　 whole algorithm generated small key space 
with lower security. This paper puts forward a kind of key 
generation method based on seed key and combined with bits 
and bytes arrangement for image encryption communication. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In order to realize image security processing in a hardware 
chip, an architecture chip with image capture and image 
encryption was designed. The chip is composed of Capture_ 

Control, SCCB_ Control, RAM module, Encryption Module 
and Key_ Generator, seeing Figure I.  
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FIGURE I.  CHIP STRUCTURE.  

The module OV7670, digital to analogy convertor (DAC) 
and VGA LCD are outside of the design chip. The OV7670 
includes analogy to digital convertor ADC, CMOS image 
sensor, controlled by chip through SCCB bus. The main clock 
frequency of the CLOCK is 50MHz, and divided to 25MHz for 
the working clock of the XCLK signal. The SCL is clock line 
of SCCB bus,  the SDA is data line of SCCB bus. The Pclk 
signal is pixel clock of CMOS（25MHz）,the  Hsync signal is 
line synchronization of CMOS, the Vsync signal is frame 
synchronization of CMOS, and the VGAD[15..0] are 16bit 
VGA signal. The Res signal is used to reset value to zero for 
the inner key register in the time the lowest byte of the key 
register was selected.  The Set_ byte_ sel signal is used to 
select each byte of the 32bits key register increasingly in 
turn .The Set signal is used to adjust the selected register byte 
value. 

The image capture is completed under the controlling of the 
SCCB Control module, Capture Control module and RAM 
module. The keys are generated through the Key_ Generator 
module, the image is encrypted in the Encryption Module. 

The key generator module was introduced mainly in this 
paper. 
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III.  GENERATOR MODULE 

A. Principle 

Supposing the plain image is P, and then the encryption 
operation is 

( , )Q E P K                         (1) 

where the Q is cipher image, the encryption operation is 
expressed using E, the K is cipher matrix as 
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where the i jk  is the components of the matrix K with 16 bits, 
can be expressed as following vectors 
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And the ijk  is a arrangement of the variable ,i jw  with 32 bits, 
the relation is 
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The T is transpose of matrix, and the A is 16×32 
Transformation matrix for bits, the ,i jw  may be expressed as 
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The , ( 1 , 2 , , ; 1 , 2 , , )i jw i N j M    is a integer in 32 
bits. The ,i jw  can be calculated as  
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where
3 2

1 [1 , 2 1 ]S   .  

And the
3 2
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The  jiu ,  may be expressed as 
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The jiu ,  is a integer in 31 bits. The jiu ,  can be calculated 
as  
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where ]12,1[ 31
1 v  and the ]12,1[ 31

, jiu . 

The transformation matrix A is 16×32 with 1s and 0s 
element as 
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where 
32,...,2,1;16,...,2,1};1,0{,  jia ji , and 

only a 1 exits in each row of matrix A, and only a 1 exits in 
each line of matrix A. 

B. Key Generator Module Realization 

The realization are both in Field Programmable Gate 
Array—FPGA  and  MATLAB. Figure II. is the key generator 
structure in FPGA.  

FIGURE II.   KEY GENERATOR STRUCTURE.  
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The set ini module is used for set initial value. The chaos 
module is used to complete calculation as formula (6). The 
linear module is used to complete calculation as formula (7). 
The confusion module is used to complete exclusive 'OR' 
operation. The bit extraction module is used to complete 
extraction as matrix A. 

In Matlab soft ,the key sequence is generated  as  Figure II. 
The 16-bit RGB image encryption and  decryption is designed 
in Matlab soft. 

IV. TEST 

Figure III. is the simulation result by Modelsim soft. It is 
visible the sequence is generated rightly under the action of a 
clock clk signal.   

FIGURE III.  SIMULATION RESULT BY MODELSIM.  

FIGURE IV.  IMAGE ENCRYPTION AND DECRYPTION.  

24-bit image in Figure IV(a) is converted to 16-bit image in 
5:5:6 formatted. Using 16-bit RGB images as plain-text image 
for test inputting, it is shown in Figure IV(b). The random 32-
bit seeds key is S1, for example 1235, the key sequence is 
generated as formula (4). The child keys was produced by the 
transform matrix A. It is assumed that A is 
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According to formula (2), The cipher matrix K in 16-bits is 
produced from the formula (4). Using cipher matrix K to 
encrypt plain RGB565 image as formula (1), the encrypted 
RGB565 image is in Figure IV. (c). The right decrypted image 
is in Figure IV. (d). 

V. ANALYSIS 

A. Random Feature 

Supposing initial value randomly, for example 1 1 2 3 5S  , 
generating cipher sequence with length 5×10^5, calculating its 
auto-correlation, the result is in Figure V. The auto-correlation 
in Figure V. has excellent binary feature, that is to say the 
sequence values is with independent features. 

FIGURE V.  AUTO-CORRELATION OF CIPHER SEQUENCE.  

B.  Hypothesis  Testing 

Total number statistics of bit 1 appears in a 16bit cipher 
sequence with length 5×10^5 is shown in table 1. The average 
is 250100 close to ideal of average 250000. The maximum is 

2510833, the minimum is 249137. The Pearson 
2 test is used 

to the statistical Hypothesis testing, the 
2  statistics is 
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where the variable jn
 is number of the sample 

niX i ,,2,1,   distributing in distribution interval  jS ,the 

variable k  is the number of distribution interval, the jp
 is the 

probability of distribution interval(j is numerical order of  
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distribution).the probability in uniform distribution is 
1/kjp . 

For giving level  , when 
2

,1
2

  knK
, the distribution 

is not uniform distributed in kxx ,,1  ,otherwise, it is  

uniform distributed in kxx ,,1  . 

TABLE I.  STATISTICS OF THE BIT’1’EXISTING IN DIFFERENT 
16BITS OF CIPHER SEQUENCE WITH LENGTH 5*10^5 

Bits B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 
amount 250387 250300 249966 250214  251083 

Bits B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 

amount 249137 250302 249708 249889 249952 

Bits B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 

amount 250179  249942 250368 250052  250074 

Bits B15     

amount 250018     

 Initial Value：1235. 

From table 1, the statistics variable is 9.6784K2 n  
according to formula (11).if the confidence level 

05.0 ,then  
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Hence, it is considered the 1s and 0s is in equality of 
opportunity in 16bits of the sequence. 

C. Security Analysis 

The initial cipher key S1 is 32bits, The possible total 
number of the initial cipher key is 

932
1 1095.242W                            (13) 

The initial cipher key v1 is 32bits, The possible total 
number of the initial cipher key is 

932
2 1095.242W                            (14) 

The total number of the transformation matrix is 

2016
323 10921.14PW                        (15) 

So the total number of the cipher key is 

39
321 107.734WWWP          (16) 

If the listed 1 trillion key per second by brute force attack, 

you may need to 
20102.45  years to complete the list the 

whole key. It is Visible that the exhaustive method is difficult 
to attack the key solution. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The key generator module was designed in this paper. Bit 
extraction method from chaos sequence was proposed in the 
paper to realize image communication secretly. The cipher 
comes from nonlinear chaos iteration by seeds and processing 
of bits transformation matrix. The result is that the cipher 
sequence is with chaotic characteristics and pseudo randomness, 
and the cipher pool is huge. The sequence was used for 
encryption image and decryption RGB565 image successfully. 
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